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More than half of the world’s population lives in countries holding elections in 2024, 
including Europe (European Parliament), the UK and the US. Clearly, the US is the 
most important in terms of impact on the global economy given its leadership of global 
growth and the potential policies that may result from whoever sits in the Oval Office. 

Current indications are that this year’s US election will be a replay of the contest 
between Presidents Biden and Trump in 2020, although at this point, the outcome 
remains highly uncertain given Trump’s many legal challenges between now and the 
election in November. Notwithstanding the current polling, history is on the side of 
Biden if he can keep the economy out of recession up until then, but he remains hugely 
unpopular despite a strong US economy and a tight labour market, with questions 
around his mental competency continuing to dominate the media narrative.

With over half of the world’s 
population going to the polls 
this year, we take a look at 
the implications for financial 
markets.
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Despite unemployment falling Biden remains deeply unpopular  Current indications are that 
this year’s US election will be a 
replay of the contest between 
Presidents Biden and Trump 
in 2020, although at this point, 
the outcome remains highly 
uncertain given Trump’s many 
legal challenges between now 
and November.  

Source: Bloomberg

Casting votes
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It’s interesting to see that consumer surveys show that while Democrat-voting 
consumers are optimistic about the economy, both Independent and Republican voters’ 
confidence around economic conditions is actually below the level it was at the height 
of the pandemic in 2020. How those Independent voter intentions change between now 
and November will be key to who ultimately ends up residing in the Oval Office.

Democrat voting consumers are currently the most optimistic about the state 
of the US economy

Source: xxxxx

Looking at the polling for the last four elections shows that voting in the US is a 50/50 
split. Despite a population of nearly 330 million with around 140 million voting, the 
states with a ‘tipping point’ vote ultimately decided the election. For Trump to win 
in 2016 this was 77,744 votes (or 0.06% of the total votes cast) and in 2020 by the 
same analysis, that number was 65,559 (0.04%) for Biden. Given the way the polls are 
looking right now, it’s going to be another tight election if the ultimate contest is Biden 
versus Trump.

This also suggests that whoever does become president, it’s going to be extremely 
difficult to achieve material majorities in either the Senate or the House of 
Representatives, making it challenging to pass through any significant changes to 
fiscal policy. For financial markets this isn’t necessarily bad news as markets prefer 
certainty around the future path of fiscal policy particularly at times like the present, 
when significant worries are emerging about the interest cost burden of the very large 
US deficit. Government prudence, or inactivity, may not be such a bad thing after all in 
the current climate.

UK yet to set a date

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic it is still too early to make any meaningful assessment 
of how the UK election will go and at the time of writing, a date has yet to be set. 
However, current YouGov polling suggests a poor outcome for Prime Minister Sunak. 

Compared to this period in the last five elections, Labour are polling higher than 
they ever have in an election year, albeit the momentum is falling. Aside from 2019, 
the Conservatives have not polled as low as they are now in an election year based 
on the last five elections. Boris Johnson did go on to win in 2019, but Labour were 
also struggling in the polls then as a vote for Labour leader Corbyn at that time was 
viewed unfavourably. Therefore, public opinion on current Labour leader Keir Starmer 
would have to deteriorate materially from here for Sunak to achieve a Johnson-type 
2019 recovery. 

Democrat-voting consumers are currently the most optimistic about 
the state of the US economy

University of Michigan Current Economic Conditions index data

Source: Bloomberg

Presidential re-election 
campaigns live or die by 
the state of the economy
Re-election bids by US 
presidents
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Widest gap between the two main parties in twenty years
YouGov voting intention

Source: Bloomberg

In 2019, the Electoral Calculus polls correctly predicted both a Johnson victory and its 
magnitude. With current polling for the 2024 election pointing to a Labour majority, the 
election is likely to be pushed out well into the second half of the year, giving Sunak a 
chance to claw back what appears to be an unassailable Labour lead, with ‘sweeteners’ in 
the spring and autumn budgets.

What does the outcome of these two elections mean for financial markets?

In the US, if the election outcome was President Biden in the White House plus a 
Democrat-controlled Congress, we would expect to see an increase in stimulus via 
another big government spending package. This would likely be good for growth in the 
subsequent years, and therefore corporate earnings, but bond yields may increase (and 
bond prices fall). 

If the result was Biden in the White House plus a Republican Congress or Trump in the 
White House with a Democrat Congress, then we see little happening policy-wise over 
four years and minimal impact on markets. 

A combination of Trump in the White House and a Republican Congress increases the 
chance of fiscal stimulus with an extension of the tax cuts Trump introduced in his 
previous presidency. This would be good for growth, but Trump could push harder on 
trade policy, and if history repeats that should be positive for the US dollar.

In stock markets, on average the S&P 500 index has produced fertile returns during a 
presidential re-election year and despite the short-term market volatility that is common 
within the election season, the historical performance of shares is largely agnostic to 
which party takes control of the White House.

Average S&P 500 Performance (1936-2020) during election years

Source: Bloomberg

  Compared to this period in 
the last five elections, Labour 
are polling higher than they 
ever have in an election year, 
albeit the momentum is 
falling. Aside from 2019, the 
Conservatives have not polled 
as low as they are now in an 
election year based on the last 
five elections.

  In stock markets, on 
average the S&P 500 index 
has produced fertile returns 
during a presidential re-
election year and despite the 
short-term market volatility 
that is common within the 
election season, the historical 
performance of shares is 
largely agnostic to which party 
takes control of the White 
House.
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In the UK, if the Labour Party secures a majority under Starmer, whose policies are 
less left leaning than predecessor Corbyn, we expect little effect on bond yields which 
will continue to be driven over the long term by interest rate and inflation expectations. 
Indeed, as the data shows, there is no discernible pattern around bond yields and 
UK election years. Therefore, our bond views and fixed income asset allocation in our 
funds will continue to be determined by our view of the macroeconomic backdrop and 
unfolding monetary policy framework. 

Markets generally unmoved by election noise
UK government bonds and base interest rates

Source: Bloomberg

  Historically capital markets 
look through short-term noise 
on elections, and for that to be 
different this time round, we 
would look to the US election 
as the potential source given 
the huge polarity between the 
two candidates.

David Absolon, Investment Director
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If you have questions about 
financial markets, or our 
investment services, please 
contact the Marketing team:

marketing.hwam@
handelsbanken.co.uk

Handelsbanken Wealth & Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the conduct of investment and protection 
business, and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Handelsbanken plc. For further 
information on our investment services go to wealthandasset.handelsbanken.co.uk/
important-information. Tax advice which does not contain any investment element is 
not regulated by the FCA. Professional advice should be taken before any course of 
action is pursued. 

• Find out more about our services by contacting us on 01892 701803 or visiting our 
website: wealthandasset.handelsbanken.co.uk 

• Read about how our investment services are regulated, and other important 
information: wealthandasset.handelsbanken.co.uk/important-information 

• Learn more about wealth and investment concepts in our Learning Zone: 
wealthandasset.handelsbanken.co.uk/learning-zone/

• Understand more about the language and terminology used in the financial services 
industry and our own publications through our Glossary of Terms: wealthandasset.
handelsbanken.co.uk/glossary-of-terms/

All commentary and data is valid, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of 
publication. This document is not intended to be a definitive analysis of financial or 
other markets and does not constitute any recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise 
trade in any of the investments mentioned. The value of any investment and income 
from it is not guaranteed and can fall as well as rise, so your capital is at risk.

We manage our investment strategies in accordance with pre-defined risk and 
reward targets, which vary from strategy to strategy to suit a range of customer 
needs. Portfolios may include individual investments in structured products, 
foreign currencies and funds (including funds not regulated by the FCA) which may 
individually have a relatively high risk profile. The portfolios may specifically include 
hedge funds, property funds, private equity funds and other funds which may 
have limited liquidity. Changes in exchange rates between currencies can cause 
investments of income to go down or up.

Registered Head Office: No.1 Kingsway, London WC2B 6AN. Registered in England 
No: 4132340  wealthandasset.handelsbanken.co.uk

Similar to the US, despite all the noise around elections, on average, election years have 
provided a fertile environment for UK shares, with positive returns regardless of the 
government hue. The performance of shares in large and medium-sized UK businesses 
will be dictated more by global events and the global economy than the UK election, 
given their global earnings exposure

There is also no discernible effect on sterling during election years or from which 
party wins. The currency is more influenced by prevailing inflation and the interest rate 
backdrop.

In other words, financial markets largely look through elections and what drives them is 
the macroeconomic backdrop and monetary policy regime. Our focus therefore remains 
on long-term investment goals and market fundamentals. 

David Absolon, Investment Director
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